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ABSTRACT
Content-based recommender systems (CBRSs) rely on user-item
similarities that are calculated between user profiles and item representations. Appropriate representation of each user profile based
on the user’s past preferences can have a great impact on user’s satisfaction in CBRSs. In this paper, we focus on text recommendation
and propose a novel profile updating model based on previously
recommended items as well as semantic similarity of terms calculated using distributed representation of words. We evaluate our
model using two standard text recommendation datasets: TREC-9
Filtering Track and CLEF 2008-09 INFILE Track collections. Our
experiments investigate the importance of both past recommended
items and semantic similarities in recommendation performance.
The proposed profile updating method significantly outperforms
the baselines, which confirms the importance of incorporating semantic similarities in the profile updating task.
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INTRODUCTION

Text recommendation is the task of delivering sets of documents to
users in order to satisfy their information needs. There exist several
real-world applications for text recommendation, including applications for recommending blog and social media posts [9], news
articles [3, 25, 27], scientific papers [2, 31], and products (based on
their reviews) [18]. In content-based text recommender systems,
the recommendation decision is made based on the similarity of
user profile to the candidate documents. It has been shown that
accurately modeling user profiles can lead to significant improvements in recommendation performance [7, 24].
The Rocchio’s relevance feedback algorithm [30] has been extensively used for profile updating within the vector space model
framework [24]. The language modeling framework for information retrieval [26] has shown theoretical and empirical advantages
over the traditional vector space model [7, 16]. Relevance models
proposed by Lavrenko and Croft [15] have been successfully used
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for profile updating in the language modeling framework [32]. All
of these profile updating models use recommendation history and
users’ feedback in order to construct a profile for each user.
There is a large overlap between the profile updating task in text
recommendation and query modeling in search engines. Recently,
exploiting semantic similarities captured by distributed representation of words has attracted a lot of attention for query modeling
in the information retrieval literature [13, 28, 34–36]. In this paper,
we first propose to update user profiles based on recommendation
history using a log-logistic model. We further propose to enrich
user profiles via semantic similarity of words. The intuition behind
our approach is that each user profile should be constructed based
on the words extracted from the previous successful recommendations to the user that are semantically similar to the initial user
profile.
We evaluate our model with the adaptive filtering setup using
two standard datasets: TREC-9 Filtering Track (containing scientific
publications in the field of medicine) and CLEF 2008-2009 Information Filtering Evaluation (INFLIE) Track (containing news articles)
collections. The results and analysis demonstrate that the proposed
log-logistic model for profile updating outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines, including the mixture model and the relevance model.
Our experiments also show that although updating user profiles
solely based on semantic similarity of terms does not outperform
the profile updating approaches based on recommendation history,
constructing a semantic-aware profile updating model based on
recommendation history significantly outperforms all the baselines.
Our results suggest to construct semantic-aware user profiles for
text recommendation.

2

RELATED WORK

Word embedding models, such as word2vec [19], have been shown
to be highly effective in many natural language processing tasks.
Several attempts have been made for improving the recommendation performance by employing word embedding vectors. Musto et
al. [21, 22] used word embeddings for content-based recommender
systems. The authors used Wikipedia as an external resource for
item recommendation. Huang [11] employed word embeddings
for representing job postings in a job recommendation scenario.
These studies do not focus on text recommendation. Ozsoy [23]
and Krishnamurthy et al. [12] used the word embedding idea to
model non-textual items for the item recommendation task. Recently, Bansal et al. [2] used recurrent neural networks for text
representation in a supervised manner.
Furthermore, employing semantic similarities calculated based
on word embedding vectors for the query expansion task has shown
significant improvements in the retrieval performance [13, 34–36].
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However, the effectiveness of employing such semantic similarities in profile updating for text recommendation is still relatively
unstudied, which is the focus of this paper.

3

TEXT RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK

Text recommendation frameworks consist of three major components: text representation, filtering component, and profile learner
[17]. In this section, we present how we implement the first two
components in our recommendation process.
The text representation component in our recommender system
is based on the language modeling framework in information retrieval [26]. Similar to prior work [16, 27, 33], each document D is
represented with a unigram language model (called θ D ) smoothed
using the Dirichlet prior smoothing method [38] as follows:
p(w |θ D ) =

µ
|D|
p M L (w |D) +
p(w |C)
|D| + µ
|D| + µ

(1)

where p M L (w |D) and C represent the maximum likelihood estimation for document D and a reference language model, respectively.
µ is the smoothing parameter.
To implement the filtering component, we use the KL-divergence
retrieval model [14]. In more detail, the similarity score of each
user profile P and each candidate document D is calculated as:
Õ
p(w |θ P )
score(P, D) = −D(θ P ||θ D ) = −
p(w |θ P ) log
(2)
p(w |θ D )
w ∈P

where D(·||·) denotes the KL-divergence formula, and θ P represents the profile language model. In Section 4, we present our
methodology to model and update user profiles.
The recommendations are based on the similarity scores computed by the filtering component and a dissemination threshold τ .
Updating the dissemination threshold plays a key role in improving
the recommendation performance in text recommendation [39]. To
update the threshold, we use the linear auto-adjust threshold optimization (LAUTO) algorithm [33], a simple yet effective algorithm
that has recently shown relatively good performance [27, 33]. The
algorithm starts with an initial threshold and is adjusted based on
each user’s recommendation history. Based on the LAUTO algorithm, passing a number of non-relevant documents to the user
means that the dissemination threshold is probably lower than the
optimal value and the threshold should be increased. In addition,
rejecting a large number of continuous arrival documents by the
filtering component is a signal to shows that the dissemination
threshold is higher than the optimal value and should be decreased.

4

SEMANTIC-AWARE PROFILE UPDATING

In this section, we present our semantic-aware profile updating
model. To do so, we first explain how we construct a profile model
from the user’s recommendation history. We further explain how
we inject semantic similarity calculated based on distributed representation of words into our model.
In recommender systems, including this paper, the user’s profile may be updated after each successful recommendation to the
user. Consider a document D recommended to user u, for which
an implicit or explicit feedback shows that this was a successful
recommendation. We extract the weight of each term from the
recommended document D using a log-logistic model. Although

log-logistic has shown good performance in the pseudo-relevance
feedback task in information retrieval [8, 20], to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to update user profiles using
this approach. In fact, the goal is to realize which term in the
document is a good candidate for updating the user profile. The
log-logistic score for each term w in the recommended document
D is calculated as:
avдl

© count(w, D) ∗ log(1 + c |D | ) + λw ª
LL(w, D) = log 
(3)
®
λw
«
¬
where count(w, D) and avдl denote the frequency of term w in
document D and the average document length, respectively. c is a
free hyper-parameter that controls the weight of document length
normalization component. λw shows how frequent the term w is
in the reference collection. In other words, λw is equal to Nw /N
where Nw and N respectively denote the total number of documents
that contain w and the total number of documents in the collection.
This part of the formula models how general the term w is. The
logarithm function is used to satisfy the concavity constraint for
term frequency.
One of the main shortcomings of the log-logistic formulation
(i.e., Equation (3)) is that it is independent of the user’s original
profile. In other words, LL(w, D) only depends on the recommended
document, while the word might not be related to the initial user
profile. To address this issue, we propose to involve the semantic
similarity of words to the original user profile in the profile updating
model. To this aim, the profile language model θ P ∗ is calculated as
follows:
p(w |θ P ∗ ) ∝ score(w, F + )psem (w |P)
(4)
where F + and P denote the set of past successful recommended
documents and the original user profile, respectively. score(w, F + )
is calculated based on the independence assumption of the recommended documents as follows:
Õ
score(w, F + ) ∝
LL(w, D)
(5)
D ∈F +

where psem (w |P) represents the semantic similarity between the
term and the original user’s profile. psem (w |P) can be calculated
in different ways. A simple and well-known calculation is based
on the similarity of the embedding vectors of w and P. We propose a translation-based probabilistic model [4] to compute this
probability:
Õ
psem (w |P) =
psem (w |pi )psem (pi |P)
(6)
pi ∈P

where pi is a profile term. The intuition behind this model is that
the semantic similarities to the words that are close to the whole
user’s profile should get higher weights. psem is calculated based
on the softmax function as follows:
exp(w.
® p®i )
®0
w 0 ∈V exp(w .p®i )

psem (w |pi ) = Í

(7)

where V denotes the vocabulary set. The vectors in Equation (7)
denote the distributed representations of the given terms. The
probability psem (pi |P) is estimated similarly where P® is the centroid
vector of all profile terms.
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Table 1: Performance of the proposed method and the baselines. The best result in each column is boldfaced. The superscripts
1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 denote that the improvements over NoUpdate/MIXTURE/RM3/LL/Cent/CombSUM/CombMNZ/CombMAX are
statistically significant.
Method

F1-measure

OHSUMED
Precision

Recall

Recall

0.2007

0.301

0.3281

0.3472

0.4696

0.4932

MIX

0.2251

0.3019

0.3611

0.3598

0.4779

0.5213

RM3

0.2263

0.3031

0.3605

0.3581

0.4758

0.5282

LL

0.2219

0.3003

0.3706

0.3631

0.4777

0.5160

Cent

0.2134

0.3015

0.3398

0.3525

0.4897

0.5001

CombSUM

0.2052

0.3018

0.329

0.3491

0.4915

0.4985

CombMNZ

0.205

0.3032

0.3363

0.3507

0.4927

0.4994

CombMAX

0.2114

0.2979

0.3516

0.3451

0.4746

0.515

0.2344145678

0.316112345678

0.391212345678

0.377112345678

0.48711

0.527215678

The final language model is estimated using the linear interpolation of the estimated profile model and the original profile model
as follows:
p(w |θ P ) = αp M L (w |P) + (1 − α)p(w |θ P ∗ )

(8)

where the parameter α controls the weight of the original profile
model p M L (w |P) computed based on maximum likelihood estimation.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first explain our experimental design, including
the datasets that we used, the pre-processing steps, and the experimental setup details. We further introduce our evaluation metrics
and finally report and discuss the results.

5.1

INFILE
Precision

NoUpdate

LL-WE

5

F1-measure

Experimental Design

Datasets. In our experiments, we use two standard collections: The
first one is the OHSUMED collection [10] used in TREC-9 Filtering
Track [29]. This collection consists of 348,566 documents collected
from the United States National Library of Medicine’s bibliographic
database between 1987 and 1991. The TREC-9 Filtering Track’s
collection contains 63 topics. The second one is the INFILE collection [5] that includes around 1.5 million news articles published
in a three-year period (2004-2006) by Agence France Presse (AFP).
We only considered the English documents in this collection. This
collection was used in CLEF 2008-2009 INFILE (INformation FILtering Evaluation) Track [6]. The INFILE collection contains 50 topics
covering two different categories: 30 topics focus on general news
and events and the other 20 topics include scientific and technological issues. We considered the title and keywords of each topic as
the initial profile of each user.
Experimental Setup. All the experiments were carried out
using the Lemur toolkit1 . All documents were stemmed using the
Porter stemmer and stopped using the INQUERY stopword list.
Similar to the CLEF 2009 Filtering Track, feedback is not allowed
1 http://www.lemurproject.org/

on discarded documents and limited number of feedback documents
(200 feedback documents) is allowed in our experiments [5]. The
embedding vectors were trained using the word2vec model2 [19]
on the target collections.
Parameters Setting. The Dirichlet prior smoothing parameter
µ is set to the average document length of each collection. The free
hyper-parameters α and maximum profile size were set using 5-fold
cross validation over the topics of each collection and were selected
from {0.1, · · · , 0.9} and {10, 30, 50}, respectively. The embedding
dimension was set to 100 and the parameter c of the log-logistic
model was set to 1.

5.2

Evaluation Metrics

Following the evaluation methodology in CLEF 2008-2009 Filtering
Track [6], we use F1-measure as the main evaluation metric. To
have complete sets of evaluations, we also report precision and
recall. The reported results for each metric are based on 5-fold
cross validation where that metric is optimized. Statistical significance of the differences between the corresponding measures were
calculated using the two-tailed paired t-test at a 95% confidence
level.

5.3

Results and Discussion

In this subsection, we first introduce our baselines. We further
report and discuss the results achieved by the proposed method
and the baselines.
Baselines. The baselines can be categorized as follows:
• No profile updating: this is our simple text recommendation
model with no profile updating (NoUpdate).
• Profile updating based on recommendation history: these
baselines use the past successful recommendations to adaptively
update the user profiles. We use the mixture model (MIX) [37],
the relevance model (RM3) [1, 15], and the log-logistic model (LL)
[8] as different profile updating models in this category.
2 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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Table 2: The updated profiles for the initial topic “fight against climate change”. Note that the terms were stemmed.
top 10 profile terms in descending order
kyoto, climat, greenhous, gase, toothless, protocol, reduct, emiss, meaning, ecolog
greenhous, kyoto, climat, gase, emiss, warm, protocol, acia, reduct, ratifi
climat, greenhous, emiss, kyoto, gase, warm, protocol, acia, dioxid, carbon
emiss, climat, greenhous, kyoto, gase, protocol, warm, carbon, dioxid, environment
emiss, climat, greenhous, kyoto, gase, warm, protocol, carbon, environment, dioxid

• Profile updating based on semantic similarity: these baselines only consider the semantic similarity of vocabulary terms
to the initial user profiles. All of these models are based on word
embedding vectors learned from the target collection. The first
baseline in this category is based on the similarity of terms to
the centroid vector of the profile terms (Cent). We also consider three other baselines in this category, including CombSUM,
CombMNZ, and CombMAX, that were previously used by Kuzi et
al. [13] for query expansion. We used these methods for updating
user profile using previously successful recommendations.
Results. The experimental results are reported in Table 1. The
highest value in each column is boldfaced. According to the table, the results achieved by all the profile updating methods are
higher than those obtained by the NoUpdate model (except the
results of CombMAX and LL in terms of Precision in OHSUMED
collection). This shows the importance of profile updating in text
recommendation. Among the profile updating methods based on
recommendation history (i.e., MIX, RM3, and LL), LL outperforms
the other methods in terms of F1-measure in INFILE dataset. This
indicates the effectiveness of the log-logistic model for profile updating. The profile updating methods solely based on semantic
similarities (i.e., Cent, CombSUM, CombMNZ, and CombMAX) perform worse than those based on recommendation history. This
emphasizes on the fact that the past successful recommendations
provide strong signals for representing the users’ information needs.
Among the profile updating methods based on semantic similarities,
Cent achieves the highest F1-measures in both collections. Zamani
and Croft [35] have theoretically proved that this model would
result in the global optimum representation in terms of likelihood.
According to Table 1, the proposed semantic-aware profile updating model, i.e., LL-WE, outperforms all the baselines in terms of
F1-measure in both collections. The method also achieves higher
precision and recall values in the TREC-9 Filtering Track collection. The improvements are statistically significant in nearly all
cases. This shows that incorporating semantic similarity in profile
updating based on recommendation history leads to significant
improvements.
To have an insight into the updated profiles, Table 2 reports
the updated profile obtained by the LL-WE method for a random
topic from the INFILE collection. According to this table, after
recommending sufficient number of relevant documents, the profile
becomes stable. The updated profiles contain relevant terms that
can better represent the user’s information need3 .
3 Note that the narrative for this topic is “Relevant documents will describe the climatic

policy implemented at the national or international level to fight against climatic
change. They will speak about international agreements relative to air pollution
control and more specifically to human induced greenhouse gases emissions reduction,
responsible for climate warming”.

OHSUMED
INFILE

0.4
F1-measure

total number of feedback documents
2
5
10
22
34

0.3

0.2
0

10

20

30

40

50

profile size
Figure 1: Sensitivity of the LL-WE method to the profile size
in terms of F1-measure.
Sensitivity to the profile size. In this set of experiments, we
study the sensitivity of the LL-WE method to the profile size. We
sweeped the profile size from 0 to 50 terms. The results in terms of
F1-measure are plotted in Figure 1. According to this figure, 30 is
a reasonable profile size for the proposed profile updating model.
Note that increasing the profile size does not lead to dramatic
decrease in the recommendation performance.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focused on the profile updating task in text recommendation. We first proposed a log-logistic model for profile
updating and further enriched our model by incorporating semantic similarities using distributed representations of words. We implemented our model in the language modeling framework and
evaluated our models using two standard datasets: TREC-9 Filtering Track and CLEF 2008-2009 INFILE Track collections. The
experiments demonstrated that the proposed semantic-aware loglogistic profile updating model significantly outperforms all the
other profile updating models in both collections.
An interesting future direction is to consider semantic similarities in using negative feedback. In addition, this paper focused
on the word embedding vectors that were learned based on term
proximity. We also intend to investigate how to learn embedding
vectors that are specific to the text recommendation task.
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